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THE AUTHOR OF ALICE 
I by M.W.B-G. 

Alices Adventures in Wonderland xsxfcks has remained, ever 

since its publication in 1865, at the top of the list of 

best-sellers among children^ books. The profits from its 

sale enabled it author to retire from his position of lecturer 

of mathematics at uxford after a mere twenty-three years of 

teaching. After he had enjoyed seventeen years of retirement, 

the author, Charles Dodgson,bequeath all further profits to 

a 0hildrenfs Hospital in London. 

The phenomenal success of x "Alice in Wonderland" moved 

many to attempt to produce a similar work* Some tried because 

they liked its art of story-telling, others because they considered 

^ it a literary masterpiece, still others wished to put into the 

hands of children another such good book, and, of course, professional 

writers of childrens1 books tried their hands at writing another 

Alice. Besides all these, there were those who tried because 

they thought it would be an easy way to make a pile of money 

and retire from further work. None have succeeded in writing 

a book with the appeal of "Alice in Wonderland". Scholars t o sP e a k i nS 

of the problem of Lewis Carroll,- "Lewis Carroll" being the pen-

name of Chrises Dodgson. As a solution to the problem it was 

suggested that Lewis Carroll suffered from a psychosis. 

In ths year of grace, 1954, the diaries of Charles Dodgson have 
Charlesas Dodgson 

been published. Six kept a aiary for forty-two years,- from the 

Kga time that he was twenty-three years of age, until he was 

^ sixty-five. The diaries make dull reading, but they show clearly 

that Charles Dodgson was mentally stable. The very persistence 

in JEK±fc keeping a diary for forty-two years is testimony of 

-pp rn ŝ grfcon i T.^Piaries of Lewis "carroll, edited by R.L.Green, Oxford Univ.Press., iy*>4J 
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stability of character. The consistency of the style in the diaries 

indicates that there was no crisis in his life, ihe freshness, and the 

frankness, of the entries, Ixl^ra^^ they 

record, suggest that the diarist .was not a schizophrene. 

To discover the source of xmrrxx̂ scrroa Charles Dodgsonfs ability 

to compose "Alice in Wonderland" we have to turn to his earlier life,-

to his life before he kept the diaries. v»e have abundant knowledge of 

his early life, for, in the very year of his death ^1898), his 3tE±E&±x 

biography was writteni and published by an intimate friend and relation, 

Stuart Dodgson Collingwood.2 

S.D. Collingwood: Life and Letters of Lewis Carroll, ^ London and î Y, 1898; 

The story of Charles Dodgson1 s childhood and boyhood is the story 

of the making of Lewis Carroll* the childrens1 rhapsodist* The ability 

of Lewis Carroll depended on when and where he was born, and on when amd 

where and how he was raised, and on the times in which he lived, and 

on the fashions of the time. To be another Lewis Carroll, a man would 

need, first of all, to turn back the hands of the clock, and then ±be 

enter again his motherfs womb , x&sixHmKxgE to emerge into a world that 

is past and gone,-the early Victorian age* 

Charles Dodgson was born at Daresbury, in shaxiaos uheshire. (Years 

later, to explain how a cat could grin, he had to have recourse to the 

explanation that it vms a Cheshire cat,- net like the cats at Westminister,-

where the real Alice was born- nor the cats at Oxford,-where she lived*) 

If one would wish to go to Daresbury from Worth Ameri®. , a pleasant way 

to go would be by trans-atlantic liner to Liverpool* At Liverpool, one 

could transfer to a tetBrkxiot small ship, and sail up the river Mersey 

until one meets a bridge. At the southern end of the first bridge one 
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meets there stands the ancient market twon of Kuncorn. Runcorn is 

a small market town. It seems to have been always a small market ±anra 

town,- but a flouruishing one. As early as the twelfth century, it had a 

ferry which brought the products of the Chesire pasture lands to markets 

acrojgs the river. it boasts that in the tenth century it had a castle 

(which fell victim to the ravages of time). TLtojolm Runcornians intimate 

that if you find their town nothing but a small market inlam that is your 

fault, you came too late, you should have been around a thousand years 

ago. 

Five miles east of Runcorn, buried in the country, is the village of 

Daresbury,- five miles from the nearest market town, and fifteen miles 

north-west of Chester, the nearest txran of any considerable size, it 

was in the quietest house in this very quiet village that uharles 

Dodgson was born. His father was the Anglican vicar at Daresbury. He had 

only recently come down from Oxford. He had gone through uhrist Church 

College at a time when its religious spirit was high, when he was an 

undergraduate, Pusey, Keble and Newnan were already fellows of Oriel College, 

but they had not yet launched their Tractarian Movement. lie hiins&if had 

KSinaxiaHtxfifx̂ kKixfcxfi graduated at uhrist Church with the reputation of 

being deeply religious, and no mean scholar, nis class m-tes remembered him 

as their bright light in mathematics.-'- ftat When his eldest son became 

lecturer in mathematics at Christ Church none were suprised. ihere is 

no doubt that Chrales Dodgson owed fexxxxHEEecxsxiHxtkix whatever success 

he had in this field to the excellent grounding whisk in the elements of 

Euclid which he received from his father. 

But, if Charles Dodgson*s success as a teacher of (S^thematics is 

traceable to his father, hewis ita&gra&xxxK uarrollfs success as an 

author is traceable to his mother*s early influence, it was she who taught 

him his first nursery rhymes, uf the nursery tales that are told to-day, 

the only ones which Mrs Dodgsom could have learned as a child are the 
His clasmates included Gladstone ^1809-98;; Liddell*, 1811-98) and Martin xupper (1810-89; 
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Mother Goosex tales ^like Cinderella, Puss in Boots, Red Riding Jiood 

and the Sleeping Beauty), -which came from the French,1 Ska and the 

1. Chs. Perrault: Contes de ma mere Pie (Paris, iSt 1697) ; English trans, 
by Robt.Samber (,c.l729) 

Arabian Nights Entertainments (for^ Aladdin and the ».onderful Lamp and 

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves),- which came, of course, from the Arabic, 
Newman, as a boy, wished these were true, 

but by way of France^. xhaxfei^fedcKGnraxste In Mrs Dodgson1 s 

2. Ant. Galland: Mille et une nuits , 12 vols, (paris 1704-1717); trans 
by a Grub Street translator c.1707. 

childhood days, the best-known/story^f entirely English origin 

mji jlit'LJlTlTiiPiî  (01 i iiinn I Goody Two-shoes, was by an Irishman,- Oliver 

Goldsmith (who contributed less memorable pieces also to the childrenSs 

books put out by John Kewbery from 1744-67). But when Mrs Dodgson was 

in her teens, a new vogue hit England with the translation from the 

German of Grimm1 s fairy tales (1818-15),- which, when they were printed 

in England (in 1823) were illustrated by a coming cartoonist,- George 

Crikshank (1792-1878). On the more serious side, uharles Dodgson learned 

from his mother many of the verses of the jjivine Songs for children (1715) 

by Isaac Watts (1674-1748),- which years later, he was to parody freely. 

It was only for one year that cl^ales Dodgson was an only child. Before 

he left for College, he was the eldest of eleven children. ±hus it was 

that he heard children1s stories, and nursery rhymes and fairy tales, 

told, not once, but often, to eleven different children. As the years went 

on he found himself often and more often assigned to take care of his younger 

brothers and sisters, when his mother was otherwise preoccupied. There 

devoted upon him the task,which he came to like, of reading to them, 

or telling them stories, or explaining to them the pictures in the books. 
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For his ovm entertainment, there were the pictures in the books which 

his father read. Y/hen he was only six, uliver xwist appeared (1837-38), 

and it was illustrated by George Cruikshank, who was now England1 s i®ac±rng 

best cartoonist of the day.l In what his father taught him, he also 

found food for his imagination, ne had learned to read Latin, and he 

had Aesop* s Fables fio read (as told by Phaedrus)j. In those days, iiesop 

had not yet been done into English, and to read him was the boy's first 

step towards ̂ classics. The reading of iiesop helped uharles Dodgson 

no end in spinning stories for the entertainment of his young brothers 

and sisters. They were stories of animals that spoke,- Sksx&HgxiaMxhax 

and animals were x$acrfck& something which even the smallest uogson knew. 

The Dodgsons had a cat and a dog. Their neigbours had chickens, hens aa d 

cocks and turkeys and geesex. 0n fine days, a troop of ^odgson children 

would -walk through the fileds, and Charles would tell them to watch for birds. 

He it was who used to direct the search for nests in the hedges or on the 

trees, he who used keep an eye on the ground for rabbits. The girls liked 

the birds, but, with the boys* they would even watch the antics of the 

caterpillars on the flowers,- if they were coloured caterpillars, un the 

day after a rain, an expedition would be made to the fi$e£s to look for 

mushrooms. Thus Charles Dodgson came to be the recognised entertainer of 

the young members of the family. Ax Accordingly he acquired a wig and 

a long white robe, which he wore when he did conjuring tricks for the 

assembled family. And, with the assistance of his father, he made marionettes 

and with the assistance of the village carpenter, he made a stage onar 

which his marionettes could act. He controlled them h i m s e l b y means 

of strings* £gg he d̂ l/d to control their antics, he had to invent 

l.And in the same year 1838, there appeared an English translation, from 
the Arabic, of the first fifty nights of the Arabian Nights,- by ivobt .Torrens 
(1780-64),- an Irish Colonel in the British Army. 
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their doings. So it was, that in the sitting room of the vicarage 

of Daresbury he learned the art of feaAiteg a story. AnJ^ in the fi%ds 

around about Daresbury, he learned what interested the minds of children, 

A j^-tatt*iA ^/L^rrJlsJ 

s they walked, iyitajixng, as he roc later wrote to nthe grass rustling 

in the wind ...the pool rippling to the raving reeds... the sheep bells 

tinkling .... the voice of the shepherd boy... the lowing of the distant 

cattle .... the confused clamour of the farmyard ..." 

But the days of Daresbury were to come to an end. in 1844, Charles 

Dodgson1 s father accepted the Grown Living of Cro:ft (in Yorshire), and 

the family had to move, 80 miles to the north w east* fas ̂ It was probably 

no mere conincidence that when the Rev .Mr Dodgson receive this appointment 

that the Prime Minister*s most trusted lieutenant was William Gladstone, 

who had been a Efessscasi classmate of uodgson's at Christ Church 

College. jEKal̂ irajpcmGbagĝ  « T VX^jjWX^S^^^^^mkxt^ 

axSkxiads would get a symathetic hearing from ohe Prime Minister, Robert 

Pee^ himself a gxsti& product of Christ Church.)• 

The move to Croft, made it easier for Mr Dodgson to ksc provide 
H§ -himsBlf had been their teacher at uaresbury. adequate education for his sons. x&fcS^&sih?^ 

fi^lc^^x^^ftx^M^b^ki^xgk^ from which uharles could learn were 

limited to those in his father^ library• After the move to uroft, 

he was sent to school, for the first time. He was already 12 years of 

age when he xlandCHiixlasDCMkfi first went to school, ne went to the 

free grammar schoo5^aBout eight miles south-west of the village of 

Croft. 

In a consideration of Charles1 Dodgson1 s mental development, 
tLA 

it must be noted^neither Richmond nor its school made any great lasting 

impression on the Charles1 Dodgson* s mind. It would seem that he had Ito T̂o 

either no eye or ̂ memory or^care for the historical. Richmond was a 

living picture of the past. It lay in the valley of the river Swale 
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and was dominated by a near-by cliff, on the summit of which was jberched 

an eleventh century castle, and lying low and humbly were the remains 

c£ a 13th century Franciscan monastery. The grammar school to which Chaerles 

went had been founded, originally* in 1390, and had been running 

under protestant auspices since 1567. it was a school with a history and 

a tradition. Its teachers helped to make uharles Dodgson an Oxford 
little 

scholar, but they contributed niathiKg to the making of Lewis Carroll, 

the creator of Alice. One benefit that Charles Dodgson derived from school 

was the opportunity to read and to memorize more poetry . From this wscs 

benefit grew his desire to write some poetry,- a desire so laudable that 

he received encouragement at home. During ±k& his first summer holidays, 

E±ki3E±xxxscx wrote and edited and circulated amirag within the family e±e±e 

circle sua a paper which he called the Rectory Umbrella.^ He illustrated it, 

tha: in a way that showed he had studied the great caricaturists of his 

day, and he wrote verses which were the verses 

of aboy who was all boy, but r showed a sense of rhyme and r h y t h m . p G r 

1# L.Carroll: Useful and Instructive Poetry (Collins, London, 1954) 
(Reviewed Time, November 29, 1954) 

his youngest sister Clara, he wrote: 

With rays of light through the murky night, 
She makes the dark as noon; 
Oh t would I were a screech owl, 
To woo the yellow moonl " 

For his eldest sister, he has: 

"Sister i do not rouse my wrath 
I'd make you into mutton broth 
As easily as kill a moth" 

But he has a P.S.: "Never stew your sister". 

For his mother, so often telling him that "you must*nt do this, and 

you mustfnt do that", he writes, under the title: "The Good Fairy" 

1. In the^Rectory Umbrellat he described an invention Hnot yet given to the 
world"; a camera which could ^establish mesmeric rapp*ortfi with the mind of 
the peb§on jseisg whose mind was being photographed. * The ideas when developed 
showed as a finished novel. 
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"When once a meal I "wished to tatste, 
It said:"You must not bite"; 
When to the -wars I went inhaste, 
It said: "You must not fightft 

"What mafe I dbo at length, I cried, 
Tired ol the painful task. 
The fairy quietly replied 
and said: "You must not ask." 

These, nearly nonsense rhymes, were written by the young uodgson, 

a year before Edward Lear's Book of xm on sense (1846) appeared, x^ear^ 

book is regarded as having done more than any other to popularize the 

Limerick, which (ias in vogue\gince 1820, at least^ but ?0*s rarely found 

in print. Dodgson is often compared with Lear, but it should be noted 

that they both came iE^xKxfchfixtkK^oaasKKSBxrkjo^ by independent ways 

to use the nonsense rhyme, and Lear (1812-88; had little influence on 

Dodgson. What Dodgson and Lear did have in common was this: they both 

became famous by books which they wrote for children without any thought 

of their work being published. The Book of x ^ o n s e n s e was written by î ear 

for the grand children of the Hiarl of Derby, while he was staying at the 

Derby estate making drawings of sc birds and animals, lie was by profession 

a painter of birds and animals,-^artists refuse to call him an artist; tkfiy 

kscrsxm in the Victorian era he was known as a draughtsman: to-day, he would 

be k called a commercial artis^|. His great sin 

was that he was not a university man, and, one of his lesser sins, that 

he wrote pastry some good poetry, although not a poet. 

Charles Dodgson1 s early ventures into the life of an amateur publisher 

did not keep him from his task of reading and telling stories to the 

young members of the family. There always seemed to be^Dodgson^s young 

enough to care for fairy tales, and ±ios in the same year as that in 

which ^dward Learfs Book of Honsense appeared, Charles also had a new source 

for fairy tales. In the year 1846, Msoa the Fairy Tales of Hans Andersen 
little (1805-75), (which Danes had been enjoying for eleven years $ were 
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translated into English (-by Mary Howitt (,1799-1888) wife of V*m.Howitt 

(1792-1879)). 

The principal of the grammar school at Richmond had high regard for 

Charles Dodgson1s talents. And this principal, Dr Tate, was outstanding 

among principals of grammar schools. Charles Dodgson had been only two 

years at school in Richmond, when his admiring pricipal was elected to 

be headmaster of Rugby School. Dr Tate arranged to have his prize pupil 

at Richmond come to Rugby. Rugby was a first-rate school when Dr Tate 

succeeded Dr Thomas Arnold as headmaster, but the life of the pupil was 

still grim. The life at Rugby, when Charles Dodgson went there was pretty 

much as described in Tbm Brown1 s School Days (1857) by Thomas Hughes 

(1822-96) who was a student there ten years before Uharles Dodgson. 

The boys at Rugby had been playing their own brand of football xims®, 

as well soccer, since 1823. Dr Tate gave official recognition to the 

game and had ikistx a code of rules drawn up, which made it possible for 

Chrales Dodgson*s contemporaries to carry ikaxgaum Kugby football with 

them to the universities. We hear nothing of this from Charles Dodgson. 

Nor do we hear of the schoolw>r of the town of uugby.-— ilni limigiite 

^a town in Warwickshire on a tableland rsing from the south bank of the 

Avori; the school celebrated its tercentenary in 1867. Ok^ales Dodgson 

was not impressed by the age/°nor e°cii stance, of the 

town from his home towm of Croft, about 170 miles north of KUgbyf*" Nor 

does feb comment on the inertness of the market tfSfcgn of Rugby which owes 

its importance to the nearby schodl rather than to its market. He was 

much more impressed by the first English translation of i^esopis fables 

(1848), which appeared in the middle of his four years at Rugby. Any school" 
, , • it was the illustrations that boy could have done the translations j*rkal made this ^nglish translation 

famous • The illustrations were by a youn^ man,28-year-old oohn Tenniel 
clever (1820-1924). The illustrations were so a a n d so much admits 

enjoyed by the public, that Hunch hired him as a cartoonist lin 1850) (-and 
# RUgDyt 20 miles sir or ~ 
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he stayed with Punch for 64 years;. ^Incidentally, we may notice, that 

Punch first appeared when Charles Hodgson was nine years old. Its success 

reflects the humour of Carroll1 s days/. Tenniel* s drawings put iiesops tales 

of talking animals within the reach of those who could not read, to explain 

the pictures to the very young Charles Dodgson was well prepared.. 

In passing through the schools at Kichmond and at itugby, Charles uodgson 

lost nothing of his love for sitting in the open telling stories to children. 

He drifted through the schools. Some would say that he sailed through with 

flying colours, but he did not sail through, he drifted through. He 

drifted through unto the end with grace and ease and great success, 

impelled by the impulse which he had received in his father's house. 

When first he went to school, he lAent well prepared. The first year, at 

Richmond, nothing was difficult. Being the parson* s son, he was attentive 

scmtxsfcid:gstiriqc- to what was easy. Having readily absorbed the first year 

matter, he easily and readily absorbed the secondyear matter,- and so it 

always was, ymattodqpcyMcxx He took prizes, year by yeer , even to the extent 

of being sick of being SSSfei&feteilSA. lie could not understand what all 

the fuss was about. But, if learning came easily and naturally to him, it 

was not because he was extraordinarily brilliant, but because he had a solid 

foundation on which he built XHiiiiiy steadily and consistently. 

In May, 1850, when he had gone as far as Kugby school could carry him, he 

wrote the Oxford matriculation examination, and, of course, passed with 

distinction. Thene then arose the question to which college should he go ? 

And that depended on what walk of life he intended to follow, it was 

not until January 1851 that it was settled that he would follow his father4 s 

footsteps, and go to Christ Church College, x^e decision to go to uxford, 

was a decision to say good-bye to home. uxford was 200 miles south of uroft. 

He would not return in the summer time. scholar could not afford to 

put himself so far away from books. And when he was finished at uxford, he 

would have to go withersoever his vocation called him. 
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His career as an undergraduate at Oxford was not unlike his career at 

school: nothing was any trouble to him, and he was no trouble to anyone. 

But now he began to think. He began to thnk of the real meaning of 

the words of the poems which he had learned by heart, like a pa^ot, at 

home and at Richmond and at Rugby. His memorysx was full of rhymes. So 

full, that he could 

compose a rhyme if not a poem— j from ear, 

withoutaverting to the rules of versification or prosody or metre, it 

was iii all very simple, he said: 
wFor first you write a sentence, 
And then you chop it small; 
xhen mix the bits , and sort them out 
Just as they chance to falls 
The order of the phrases makes 
Ho difference at all.11 

His memory was also full of peoms. So full that he could parody ftatts 

(1674-1748} or Southey v 1743-1843; or Wordsworth (,1770-1850;. Charles 

not only could parody the poets,- he did. in doing so, he was but following 

a fashion of the time, for undergraduates to parody, une of his contemporaries 

at Oxford (at Balliol College) was the master of parodies, oharles ualverly 

(1831-84),- who became famous for his parodies of Macaulay (1800-59J, 

Tupper {1810-89; and Browning 1812-89). 

in 1854, Dodgson graduated with honors, and took the prize in Mathematics, 

in the Fall of 1854, Charles Hodgson, B.A. was still at Christ uhurch,-

now a a student in divinity, lie was there on a scholarship, on a scholarship 

established by a group of high church clergymen, jjodgson had accepted it, 

and had accepted its two conditions: that he should become a clergyman, and 

should never marry. 

In less than a year there was a routine change at ohrist church college, 

which, in Dodgson1 s career was momentous, n hew head of uhrist uhurch 

uol&ege was appointed, he was automatically jjean of the cathedral, ̂ e 

v/as none other than Dr Liddell, who had been a classmate of uharles 

Dodgson^ father. The appointment was belated recogniton, on the part 

of Oxford,of the atetak outstanding scholarship of the ureek lexicon written 
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by Dr Liddell, 12 years before, with the collaboration of i)r Scott. 

Dr Liddell could not teach mathematics, as did his predecessor. He 

had to look for a lecturer in mathematics, ne did not nave to look very 

far. Charles Dodgson was appointed lecturer in mathematics, and master 

of the house. As master of the house, he was ^ean liddell1 s right-hand 

man, when it came to things menial. 

Dr Liddell came to uxford (from Westminister), with three daughters,-

Jna, aged five, Alice aged three, and Jgdith, a little over one year old. 

It was not long before Charles Hodgson was a great favourite with the 

children. As they grew aqa, they grew in appreciation of hini. And, as 

they grew up, Dr and Lxrs Liddell ^who came in time to have nine children; 

welcomed Dodgson to their iurasx house, he ire came a more frequent xxxkeac 

visitor to their home after he took Deacons orders , in 1861, -after seven 

years of desuktory reading in divinity. 

But the Chrales Dodgson who entertained the Liddell children was a very 

different person from the Rev .Mr Dodgson, lecturer in mathematics, and 

master of the house. Mr Dodgson took his tasks very seriously. It 

was chiefly (-at least originally) as an aid to his office of house master 

that he kept a diary. 

In his first years of teaching mathematics, Dodgson retaine his taste 

for literature,- and above all, for turning out light verse. In his 

second year of teac£hing he publishe some verse in a literary magazine 
-, , mi m not unusual called The Tram. It was EKsisjaoia:xg. for occasional contributors to 

assume a pen-name ; a pen-name was necessary for a teacher who did not 

wish to be knora. to his students as a poet. With his verse, Dodgson submitted 

to the editor three pen-names, any one of which he would be willing to 

assume. The editor, Edmund Yates, chose the one that had some semblane 

of connection with Dodgson1 s real name. He chose "Lewis Carroll" which 
from 

Dodgson had derived igc an inversion of his christian names in Latin: 
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Carolus Ludovicus. And so was born Lewis Carroll (1856),- or Carolus Ludovicus 

in the Looking Glass. 

As Lewis Carroll, Dodgson continued to write occasional verse, but as 

a teacher of mathematics, he was becoming more and more engrossed in 

his mathematics. And, like many another teacher, before and since, he was 

becoming more and more disatisfied with the existing texts. After five years 
A1 p* e br a i c 

of teaching he put out atext on Plane/Geometry (i860), and thefollowing 

year, he published a book entitled Formulae of Plane 

Trigonometry (1861). 

The year 1862 was the year which uharles Dodgson always remembered 

best, even to his dying day. It was not the whole year of 1861 that he 

remembered, but one day in the year. One day in July. To remember that it 

was July, and July the fourth, a Friday, he never had to consult his diaryf 

That was the day when Mrs Lidell agreed to let him taker three eldest 

daughters for an outing. Ina was close to 12, Alice 10, and Edith 

nearly 4. He took them for a row up the river. Siroxscxsistx: Once they 

were in mid-stream, he let Ina take one oar, and Alice the other,- then 

Edith undertook to steer,- to be the coxswian. 
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The memory of this gentle cruising went down in verse: 

"All in the golden afternoon 
Full leisurely we glide; 
For both our oars, with little skill, 
By little arms are plied, 
While little hands make vain pretence 
Our wanderings to guide.11 

Eventually, they pulled into shore at a nice grassy spot 
3SBEKTCfcXy 
and had tea bjj the banks of the river. ±t was, of course, Mr 
Dogson,hsafefc who had to do all the work of gathering twigs and 

making a fire, and ^KS^K±KgxscxtksxK®a:i boiling the water and 

serving the tea. it was he who had to tidy up afxerwards. after i&fc^c^ 1 
r 

kimp* were refeshed, he was quite ready to sit on the grass, and 

admire the surrounding country, and listen to the oirus and near 

the moos of distant cows, and keep his eyes peeled for any rabbits 

that might scamper by. But the girls were children; tney wanted a 

story.: 
"Ah, cruel Three i In such an hour 
Beneath such dreamy weather, 
to beg a tale of breath too weak 
To stir the tiniest feather i 
Yet what can one poor voicexpasxa±± avail 
Against three tongues to gether 1 



"Imperious Prnma flashes forth 
Her edict to "begin it?T-
In gentler tone secunda hopes 
"There will be nonsense in it i"-
While xertite interrupts the tale 
Mot more than once a minute. 

Anon, to sudden silence won, 
In fancy they pursue 
The dream child moving through a land 
Of wonders wild and new, 
In friendly chat with bird or beast-
And half believe it true. 

And ever, as the stoyy drained 
The wells of fancy dry, 
And faintly strove that weary one 
To put the subject by, 
"The rest next time-" "It next time 1" 
The happy voices cry. 

Thus grew the tale of Wonderland: 
Thus slowly, one by one, Its quaint events were hammered o\xk/> 

And nowthe tale is done, 
And home^steer, a merry crew, 
Beneath the setting sun. 

On the way hom£ Alice asked Mr Dodgson would he write out the story 

whish he had related• m̂ oijâ ĵ î kxteiaxmriafateiqc He promised that he „ , 
, U liU^r^^ 

would do so. And he did write it out for Alice. tajpien he^told it^ 

he^called it "Alices ADventures Underground11, when he wrote it out, 

he entit^$led it "Alice1s Hours in Elfland",- when, three years later 

it appdetre^, he had changed the title to :;Alicefs Adventures in ViTonderland." /k 

Meanwhile, thatehad sunk in upon his mind the extent to which he was 

indebted for his inspiration and perseverance in the telling of the 

story, to Alice*s sense of wonder, to the sense of wonder of the real 

Alice, shown in her wondering eyes. 

Before he had written the pijLatwiit copy for Alice Liddell, he 

had also realized that never again could he find himself in the 

exact same circumstances and surroundings, with the same conditions 
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or with the same stimuli or sources of inspiration, ihe children were 

getting older day by day, and summer days were gone,- for another year. 

Besides, and worst of old, he had since the happy day in July, fallen 

into the bad graces of Mrs Lid-dell. Cryptically he noted the fact 

that he had fallen into her bad graces 1 over the Lord Newry affair*. 

What the fthe Lord Newry affair1 was has remained a mystery to all 

gis biographers,-even to his contemporary, uollingwood. But, for 

the p/sent, at least, there were to be no more outings with the children. When 

•-~^i^ntiie^story for -Alice Liddell,/as he had promised, he prefixed 

to it the dedicatory poem, ±mrax3̂ Kkxixk3ĉ fixiMB[feH3i "All in the golden 

n". afternoon", j r t was a poem of seven stanzas, of which I have quoted the 

first six J It concluded: 

"Alice I a childish story take, 
And with a gentle hand 
Lay it where Childhood^ dreams are twined 
In l^jgory's mystic band, 
Like pilgrim1 s wither*d wreath of flowers 
j^luck1 d in a far off land". 
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Lewis Carroll paid clear tribute to his indebtedness to xxjukkAx sense 

of wonders of Alice Liddell, which led him on and on. lie does not seem 

to have appreciated sufficiently his indebtedness to Jiidith who interrupted 

"not more than once a minute". Edith^s questions served to make him 

clarify some 3cfcx which would not otherwise have been clear to a child 

of eight. Also, S§xkk*s presence, contributed something: the story Si A -

teller harbi to be careful not to make ifaggxAijjUihgrkyitacmasixsgg would not 

seem too silly to her. 

If we read "Alice in Wonderland" peeping in mind the audience to which 

the story was told, we w can notice, that nearly everything in parenthesis 

is aside remark,- for the benefit of either Ina or Edith, uonsequently, 

we have parenthesis,- "not more than once a minute". 

Alice in Wonderland did not "think it so very much out of the way to hear 

the Kabbit say to itself "Oh Dear i Oh Dear i I shall be too late11. 

Here, Edith would interrupt: "Why didfnt she think out of the way?t?" 

We have the answer in parenthesis "(when she thought it over afterwards, it 

occurred to her that she ought to have ....)" 

Then when Alice was falling and thinking out loud: "S±®txKHxx3a®xxI must be 

getting near the centre of the earth. Let me see: that would be four thousand 

miles down ....." "WHy 4000"interrupts Edith . ̂ And we have the explanation 

"(Alice had learnt several things of this sort in her lessons in the school room 

• • . j . 

The story teller continues: "- yes, tahtfs.about the right distance- feut 

then I wonder what Latitude and Longitude I*ve got to ?" 

^What's Latitude and Longitude ?" 

"(Alice had no idea what latitude and longitude were, but they were 

they were nice isKgxsraK^s grand words to ms® say.)" 

And so the story goes,- with Edith*s be interruptions contributing no 

little. 
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All the faots of the telling of the story as related in the dedicatory 

poem: "All in the golden afternoon11, can be discerned in the story itself. 

At times, it is obvious enough that the wells of fancy of the waary one 

were draining dry. Then aptly he would introduce a song,-w hich meant for 

him sipmly reciting in some jumbled way a peom he knew well by heart. 

And "Alice in Wonderland" gains by the fact that as its quaint events 

were hammered out, the author mxxjhcHDtxscii had to rely soley on his wits, 

without recourse to refernce shelves. 

Mine years later, Lewis Carroll, at the request of his publisher, hammered 

out "Alice in the Looking Glass". He wrote it in his room. He lacked the 

inspiration of an audience of three, aged 8 and 10 and 12. it wrote it 
flows as smoothly.and as Rigorously with mathematical precision. The story ^acccEBSHSxwiEkxx]sqpbBxacraMtxgtaDM 

as a proof from Euclid. Though it is the best endeavour to write another 

"Alice", "Alice in the Looking Glass" lacks the spontanaiety of ?TWonderland 

- and it is not the better for the lack of interruptions, or the want of 

sureity in the author as to where he would next go or how continue the 

tale. 

Whatever success Lewis Carroll did have in writing another Alice 

book was due to the fact thht,fesx as he wrote jqs Alice in the Looking 

Glass", he tried to keep in mind the wondering Alio Liddell of nine 

years before. And with it finished, he prefixed to it a deicatory poem 

to her. 
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Child of the pure un- cloud- ed brow 
And dream- ing eyes of won- der 
Tho* time be fleet ,and I and thou 
Are half a life a sun- der 
Thy lov4 ing smi le will sure- iy hail 
The love- gift of a fai- ry tale 

I have not seen thy sun- ny face, 
Nor heard thy sil- ver laugh-ter; 
No thought of me shall find a place 
In thy young lifeJs hereafter-
Enough that now thou wilt not fail 
To listen to my fairy tale. 

A tale begun in other days, 
When summer suns were glowing-
A simple chime, that served to time 
The rhytm of our rowing-
Whose echoes lilre in memory yet 
Though envious years would say "forget". 

And thdugh the shadow of a sigh 
May tremble through the story, 
For "happy summer days" gone by, 
And vanishes summer glory-
It shall not touch with breath of bale 

o u r fairy-tale. 

(To: Alice PLEASANCE Liddell) 



My solution to "the problem of Lewis Carroll" includes the theory 

that the life of Charles Dodgson after, at the latest, the vrciting of 

"Alice in the Looking Glass" is not relevait to the solution of the problem. 

Kbwb »g^MWd^ULgfxjgq^ * iRfoKWtfpntaforiir Piî aJUuex * la *j x gjbdunr 

If all that is earlier is 

pertinent, we must ia&axii tell the story of how%lice in Yfonderland " 
came to be published. 

The Lidell children read and re-read their copy of "Alice", and they 

showed to their friends. In 1864, the Liddells had a visit from the 

bcottisS°fovelist, u-eorge Mac Donald. The MacDonald children were charmed (1821-1905) 
with the Alice story. They spoke so much about that their father had 

to read it. He thought so much about it, that he thought it should be 

published. (In his first prose work Phantastes, he had his hero wander 

through fairyland (1858))1. He urged Lewis Carroll to publish his mack 

1. The Visionary Novels of George MacDonald, ed.Anne Freeman (NY, 1954) 
(Reviewed MY Times Bk Rev. Nov 21, 1954) 

"Alice". Lewis Carroll foresaw difficulties, a children1s book, he 

said, should have pictures, and the pictures for his book would tee very 

quaint. They would have to show the animals and people as he imagined 

them and as the Liddell children understood them to be. MacDonald 

suggested: "Why not get John Tenniel to do the illustrations ?". Now 

there was an idea: Ssomiiix Tenniel t Tenniel who had illustrated 

Aesop1 s fables, and who, already was deemed by many to be better 

than his chief, John Leech (1817-64). Tenniel was approehed; 

he was given a copy of the script to read; he became enthusiastic; he 

would like to undertake the task. A task it was, for Lewis Carroll stood 

over him. But it was a task worth doing, for he found Carroll^ 

suggestions and criticism sound. Once the book was finished to their 

A. 



satisfaction^, it was a work of art. In any crictism of £lice in 

n̂̂ onderland, s phenomenal success, it must not be forgotten that it owed 

its initial success, in no small measure, to Tenniel1 s drawings. 

Seeing "Alice" through the press did not interfere with &kacKisrx 

the chief duties of Charles Dodgson state in life, xhe same year that 

"Alice" came off the press, he also published a book on applied 

mathematics: The Dynamics of a Particle (1865) 

"Alice in Wonderland71 sold like hot-cakes. Around Oxford the story 

is told that Queen Victoria read it and enjoyed it so much, that she 

told her secretary that she would wish Mr Carroll to be informed ±ha±x 

xkgxxBDrib:dxttkrexac privately that she would like a copy of his next book. 

So, by grapevine, the Rev Dodgson was informed that her majesty would 

be graciously pleased to accept a copy £ of his next work, accordingly, 

he sent to the Queen a copy £ of the next book which he published. 

It m s An elementary teatise on (the mathematical functions knowti as) 

Determinants . 
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Speaking generally, one might say that in the last 25 years 

of Lewis Carrol1 s life his mathmatical works v/ere superior to 

his lietrary endeavours: in mathematics,toEx?nakiixk his chief publications 

after 1671 were: 

Euclid and his Modsern Rivals, 1879 1879 

Euclid: Bks I and II 1882 

Curios Mathematica 3 parts 1888-93 
No fossil can be crossed in love 

Symbolic Logic 1896• An oyster 
Then fossils 

Against theses he had in the literary field: 

The Hunting of the Snark and Phantasmagoria both in 1876 

A Tangled Tale 1885 

Sylvie and Bruno Part I 1889 
Part II 1893 

In 1881 he retire from teaching, and he died (at Guilford in 1896) 

(1867: He went ot Russia with H.Liddon (1829-90): a classmate, and disciple 
of Pusey and Keble) (Author of Life of Pusey) (Russian Journal, 1869) 
Notice: the absence of irfimES notable influence of the professors of 

his time at Oxford: 

Pusey (Hebrew) 

Keble (Poetry) 

Arnold, M. (Poetry) 

Among his later friends he numbere: Ruskin (who was at Chr.Ch,before him 

and after his father) the Rosettis, 

The MSS of Alic in W. sold to Dr Rosenbach of NY in 1928 for 15,000 pounds; 
he sold ±± it to a Mr Johnson of NJ (in same year) for 150,000 dollars 









Chesterto and Carroll 

" A Defence of Nonsense" in the Defendant (1901) 

"Lewis Carroll" (NY Times 1932) on the anniversary of Carroll^ birth 


